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Introduction

1* In order to discuss the specific problems of industrial development .

in Africa and to oonsider appropriate^ practical measures for the promotion

of investment in industries, the Executive Secretary convened a Conference —

of Industrialists and Financiers, at Addis Ababa, in January 1967. After

a free and frank exchange of views which covered a number of basic issues,

relating to industrial investment in Africa, the Conference, at its conclude

ing session, recommended that the Executive Secretary should present to

the forthcoming session of the Economic Commission for Africa a report on

the proceedings communica.ting..the^views. .expre.es.e.d,;. ApQQtdiflgly.,. t:he_..._ml_:.'.

Executive Secretary.made a report to the eighth session of the Commission

held in. Lagos 13 - 24 February 1967.

Resolution1 of the eighth session of ECA ■.. ;.,- ,

2. After describing the proceedings of the Conference in brief the report

drew attention to the "proposals for future action" submitted "by the Executive

Secretary (Annex VII of the report) and to the broad statement containing the

sese of agreement which had emerged at the Conference, The delegates were

requested to approve the creation of sub-regional or multinational industrial

information and promotion centres; the establishment of an advisory council

of industrialists from developed countries and representatives of African

Governments to promote:exchange of information and dissemination of experience

and the convening of a meeting of industrialists and representatives of

African Governments to stimulate active effort in these directions. .

3« The Commission welcomed the initiative taken by the Executive Secretary

in convening, the conference and requested him to initiate consultations

with African Governments and donor countries, for the setting up of sub-

regional industrial information and promotion centres, to advise member

States on the execution of the necessary feasibility and investment

studies, negotiations on-'multinational projects, and techniques forjcombin-

ing effectively the various-sources -Of capital and types of management

needed for the development and execution of an investment programme*. .-
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It invited the African Go-. •■nrr^nto to co-operate fully with the Executive. z.

Secretary in the establishment of these centres and proposed that an

advisory body of government officials and economic experts be established

to supervise their operation.

4. The Executive Secretary communicated these developments in letters

addressed to the Ministers of Industry in African Governments, the indus

trialists in the developed countries and the UNIDO, and outlined the

measures he proposed to take for further action.

Inventory of existing machinery for industrial promotion

5. As an essential preliminary to the establishment of industrial promotion

centres, it was decided to make an inventory of the machinery for industrial

promotion such as investment corporations, development banks and chambers

of commerce and industry already existing in African countries. Appropriate

private organizations which served industry were also included in the list.

Expert teams were recruited under bilateral assistance (USA, Prance,

Germany) to undertake this survey in the East and West African sub-regions

while.in the North and Central African sub-regions it was carried out by

the SCA staff at the respective sub-regional offices. Among others the

study covered the following items of information:

(a) Status, including legal status where applicable, establishment

and operations of each agency;

(b) Existing national cadres who were knowledgeable in this field,

together with the terms of their employment;

(c) Identification as to whether countries were adequately served;

(d) Identification of organizations which could be strengthened

and expanded to serve more than one country; and

(e) Information regarding overseas offices, if any, established

by African Governments for purposes of industrial . .

promotion.
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6. This work continued from end May until mid-October and a good deal
of useful information was compiled by the teams of experts engaged as well

as by the But-regional offices of ECA. It was examined and analyzed by a

consultant in industrial promotion made available under bilateral assistance

to make detailed recommendations for the establishment of sub-regional

industrial promotion machinery. His principal terms of reference were;

(a) To consider whether multinational industrial promotion centres
could be established using any one national machinery in each

sub-region, and whether there was need for more than one

multinational centre in any sub-region;

(b) To make suggestions on the location of multinational centres in
consultation with the directors of divisions concerned and the
Executive Secretary;

(c) To make appropriate recommendations on a sub-regional basis
for the initial and permanent organizational structure of a

multinational centre having regard to the different industrial

projects likely to form the bulk of the programme of these
centres; and

(d) To give advice on the different professions and their numbers

which will be required to staff an effective national centre,
and multinational centres*

7. Information on existing national promotion machinery and the recommenda

tions made by experts were taken into account by the ECA staff in preparing

the document, "A Scheme for Sub-regional Industrial Promotion Centres in
Africa" (IHB/IF.2/WP/2).

Contacts established in developed countries

8. Parallel to the above activities in African countries, efforts were
made in developed countries to prepare the ground for securing assistance

in the staffing of the promotion centres when established and to establish
machinery for consultation and technical advice.
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9. Suggestions in regard to tho** natters were embodied in the letter

(24 March 1967) addressed by the Executive Secretary to the participants

who attended the January 1967 meeting. So far as the machinery for

consultation and advice was concerned it was proposed to form 'consortia

of industrialists' in four troud fields of industry and each country was

requested to nominate •correspondentn' in each..

The four selected fields of industry were;

(a) Building materials and plastics industries.

Cb) Agricultural processing industries, including food and forest-

based industries..

(c) Metallurgical industries and electrical and mechanical

engineering industries.

(d) Chemicals awd fertilizers industries.

10. Later, in response to suggestions received by the ECA secretariat,

these proposals were modified (letter 29 May) replacing the consortia of

industrialists by panels of consultants drawn from industry, research

institutions, governments or universities and asking for the nomination of

only one correspondent for each country in the general field of industry,

who would be the liaison in all dealings between ECA and the country

concerned on questions relating to the development of industries in Africa.

11. The names of the countries which have so far responded to this letter

and the names of the correspondents they have nominated are given below:

Belgium: Commission for Cc-operation with Developing Countries of

the Federation of Belgian Industries.

ioroin appointed as correspondent. Its resident

representative in Addis A^ba, Mr. Klaus Paproth, to

establish panels of consultant and to co-ordinate

their activities in Africa with ECA,

Netherlands: A committee v:as appointed, consisting of Mr. Aukes (Africa
Institute), Dr= J- van Ettinger (Bouwcentrum),

Dro P, BCiiotnmaker (African Commission of the Central

Organization for Economic Relations with Foreign Countries)
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Norway:

Poland:

USSR:

Mr. H. Wendelbo of the Noreno Foundation appointed as

pondent and responsible for obtaining consultants.

Mr. T. Jedryka, Director of the Textile Institute, appointed

as correspondent.

Dr. I.M. Denisenko, Department of International Organizations,

of State Committee of USSR Council of Ministers for Science

and Technology, appointed as correspondent.

United States: African-American Chamber of Commerce through Mr. Gilbert

M. Weinstein, Executive Director, appointed as correspondent.

Consultants to be appointed when required.

12. In July 1967 the Executive Secretary had to attend the forty-third

session of the Economic and Social Council at Geneva. He took this

opportunity to visit a number of European countries (Belgium, the Federal

Republic of Germany, France, the Netherlands and the United Kingdom),

established contacts with ministries and government agencies and other

organizations in these countries interested in African problems and discussed

with them the possibilities of co-operation with ECA in promoting the develop

ment of industries in Africa. He also made use of his official visit to

the USA in October 1967 for the same purpose.

13. The visits were useful for prcrenting to important audiences in these

countries a realistic assessment of the opportunities for industrial

investment in Africa and the problems to be encountered in utilizing them.

The response evoked was favourable and encouraging, and indications were

received of possible assistance in staffing the proposed industrial promo

tion centres and in improving the machinery of co-operation between African

countries and potential investors. Subsequently, as a result of these

visits by the Executive Secretary several consultancy firms expressed

interest in the projects identified by ECA and approached the secretariat

for information and documents. Some chambers of commerce also evinced

interest of a similar kind.
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Conference on Industry and Finance

14. The present Conference on Industry and Finance is a milestone in the

effort made by ECA to follow up the deliberations of the Conference held

in 1967. It provides a valuable opportunity for consultations with the

representatives of African States, African Chambers of Commerce, and the

industrialized countries as to the best means of implementing the Lagos

resolution on sub-regional information and promotion centres. The document

"A Scheme for Sub-regional Industrial Promotion Centres in Africa"

(!ND/lP*2/WP/2)f should be helpful for this purpose.




